DEEP KNOWLEDGE PHILANTHROPY
Deep Knowledge Group’s Social Impact,
Venture Philanthropy and Non-Proﬁt Activities
Deep Knowledge Philanthropy is a data-driven non-proﬁt project by Deep Knowledge Group committed to the support,
development and advancement of DeepTech for social good, impact philanthropy and ethical investment, founded on the belief
that DeepTech innovation is the most eﬃcient driver of ‘social proﬁt’, technological humanitarianism, and societal development,
and that venture philanthropy is the proﬁtable long-term investment for individuals, national economies, and humanity itself.
The organization was founded in 2021 to house the sum of philanthropic, non-proﬁt, and inﬂuence investment activities, projects
and initiatives conducted over the past 5 years under Deep Knowledge Groups umbrella, its activities are backed by the
quantitative analytics produced by Deep Knowledge Group’s 10+ analytical subsidiaries, implementing the most advanced
approaches to analytics, benchmarking, predictive forecasting and data-driven strategy formulation and execution in order to
deliver 10x-50x the social impact and ethical ROI per euro than the non-proﬁt and philanthropy sector average, while using Deep
Knowledge Group’s extensive distributed international network for highly eﬃcient and productive engagement with
Governments, Progressive Corporations, Top-Tier Media, Industry Inﬂuencers, Investors, Policy-Makers a wide range of other
high-caliber and strategically relevant personalities and organizations.
Deep Knowledge Group’s
analytical subsidiaries
are world leaders in
analytics for DeepTech
industries

Deep Knowledge Group
runs several data-driven
investments vehicles

Deep Knowledge
Philanthropy is the proud
sponsor of several
top-tier university
societies
Deep Knowledge Group
Venture Philanthropy
pioneers several
infrastructural social
impact projects

Donations and Investments of Deep Knowledge Group

Helping Governmental Organisations
create National Longevity Industry
Strategies to transform the problem of
aging population into the socioeconomic
opportunity of Longevity.

Supporting Oxford and
Cambridge Scientiﬁc
Societies to share
awarenesses regarding
the Longevity Industry.

www.deep-knowledge.org

Supporting activities of
10+ analytical agencies
to research and promote
DeepTech and Longevity
Industries.

Investing in and acquiring
Longevity Biomarkers
companies to facilitate
Longevity Industry
development.

info@deep-knowledge.org

Upcoming Philanthropic Activities of Deep Knowledge Group

2022

2023

2024

DKG is creating a Charity Dashboard,
dedicated to Africa, which will identify
African countries’ problems and facilitate
the support of charity organizations as a
response to critical issues.

Deep Knowledge Group will help
governments of developing countries to
establish
telemedicine projects. This
initiative will improve health conditions in
these countries and determine epidemics
at an early stage.

Deep Knowledge Group will create
Academic Sponsorships Dashboard for
people to ﬁnd and make relevant
sponsorship
of
university-associated
student societies.

Deep Knowledge Group opens up to
helping national governments create
robust Social Analytics and Policies to
grow and improve their healthcare,
economies, and transform the problem of
aging population into the socioeconomic
opportunity of Longevity.

Cross-sector engagement with government,
industry,
academic,
private-sector
and
public-sector
stakeholders to maximize the reach and
inclusivity of the Swiss Foundation’s
projects and activities.

To maximize the value of each donation by
ensuring that it is used transparently and
for its intended purpose, Deep Knowledge
Group will create a donations tracking
platform based on blockchain technology.

African Charities Analytical Dashboard
This uniﬁed Platform aims to map, categorize, and rank market participants of the respective sectors by ﬁltering them in geographical
maps and mind-maps with visualized analytics of associated global challenges. The Platform is also featuring proﬁles of
organizations and donors/investors, and tools for matchmaking impact startups with investors, charity organizations - with donors,
and charities - with impact startups, as well as with ﬁnancial institutions, volunteers, and other partners.

Comprehensive analytics
on the African region and
all countries individually
with precise metrics

Data on Charity programs,
Non-proﬁt Organizations
and Startups in 54 African
countries

Covid-19 analytics
for each country.
Comparative analysis and
matching tool for all NGOs,
Charities and Startups in
Africa

www.platform.dkv.global/dashboards/africa-charities-dashboard

Academic Sponsorships
Our group of companies is supporting the activities of DeepTech sector university societies and new graduates. We
understand the importance of helping high-impact industries achieve real-world progress in the delivery of their potential
humanitarian beneﬁt.
Deep Knowledge Group and its various subsidiaries are proud sponsors of a number of oﬃcial top-tier University Societies
and Academic Institutions and are deeply committed to the support of university groups whose members will soon become
the next generation of industry professionals driving humanitarian DeepTech progress.

www.deep-knowledge.org

info@deep-knowledge.org

